Diorama (back to the factory)

A quick tour: this is the blowing house.

Now as you prepare to exit:
Now as you calculate the best way to the surface:

be grateful.
Be grateful and remember the buildings:
the buildings aren’t resting.

Not resting:
is a factory.

Not resting, the buildings:
have assumed responsibility for reproduction.
We were necessary
to create a great race of houses.
We were necessary:

you cannot roll up the map
of all the forthcoming houses.
You cannot:

you can go out or up. Yes, that’s why
we started to stack them.

In each of our rooms:
we undo one thing done by the people who lived here before us.
Thus the machine eats our hearts.

Thus we feed it our hearts.
Thus it becomes our large, indestructible heart.

Now as you triangulate the exit:
Now as you prepare to scuttle on the wet surface:
Now as you remember the buildings:

remember also how few bodies are left.
If you must inflict the blow:

you must also pivot to absorb it.